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Competency Level – 6 – Uses English grammar for the purpose of accurate and effective 

communication.  

Competency Level – 6.7 -Uses prepositions appropriately. 

 

Pre  - Learning Activity 

 

Listen and do the activity https://www.liveworksheets.com/ma2230527hj 
 

 

Activity - 01 
 

Read the story paying attention to the highlighted words. 

 

 
 

 

 

               This is Raju's room. The room is messy. The laptop is on the bed. The red jacket is under 

the bed. The T-shirts are out of the drawers. The juice bottle is near the plant. The goggles are in the 

shoes. The red marker is near the laptop. The yellow T-shirt is opposite the green bag. The chips are 
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above the drawer. The storybooks are below the table. The clock is beside the photo. The lamp is in 

front of the poster. The yellow jacket is behind the door. The radio is up on the rack. His identity card 

is lying on the floor. The STOP sign is at the door. 

 

 

Activity - 02 
 

Answer the questions given below to help Raju find his belongings. 

 

      1. Where is the laptop?   It is on the bed. 

2. Where is the red jacket?  ........................................................................................ 

3. Where is the juice bottle?  ........................................................................................ 

4, Where is the red marker?  ........................................................................................ 

5. Where are the goggles?  ........................................................................................ 

 

Learning Point - 1 

 

 

Activity - 03 
 

Fill in the blanks with the suitable prepositions from the given list. 

 

   (against, after, within, before, during) 

 

 

1. There are extra flights to America......................................................... the winter. 

2. Leave your keys at the receptions ......................................................... departure. 

3. .......................... ……………….winning the prize, she became famous overnight. 

4. We're playing .......................................................the league champions next week. 

5. Is it................................ …………………………………………working distance? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
➢ The highlighted words in the paragraph are called prepositions.(eg; on/up/in/near…….) 

 

➢ A noun phrase comes with a preposition is called a prepositional phrase- (eg; … out of the 

drawers./…….. near the plant. / ………opposite the green bag) 

 

➢ A preposition is a word used to link nouns, pronouns or phrases to other words within a 

sentence. 

➢ They also denote a position of a person, thing, or place.  
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Activity - 04 
 

Use the following prepositions to form 10 meaningful sentences (You may refer to the dictionary 

for meaning) 

 

 1. till  2. towards  3. after  4. upon 5. beyond 

 

 6. against 7. since 8. round 9. until            10. before 
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Activity - 05 
 

Fill in the blanks with the most suitable words given within brackets. .There are four extra words. 

 

 

1. The dog runs ............................ the bridge. 

2. The girl jump ............................the fence. 

3. A mango falls ...........................the tree. 

4. The boy learns ......................... the wall. 

5. The snake creeps ......................the hole. 

 

          (through,  behind,  from,  across,  between,  into,  along,  over,  against) 
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Activity - 06 
 

Fill in each blank with a suitable preposition from the list given below. Use each preposition only 

once. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A husband and wife were driving down a village road when they came (1) ....................... a muddy 

patch and the car got bogged. (2) ................................... a few minutes (3) .......................... trying to 

get the car (4) ............................. ,they saw a young farmer coming(5) ......................... the lane driving 

some oxen before him. The farmer stopped when he saw the couple (6)...................... trouble and 

offered to pull the car out of mud (7) ........................Rs: 250 . The husband accepted and minutes 

later, the car was free. The farmer turned to the husband and said ,”you know, you’re the tenth car, 

I've helped (8) ..................... the mud today. “The husband looked (9) .......................... the field 

incredulously and asked., “When do you have time to plough your land ? (10) ................................. 

night ?” “ No , the young farmer replied seriously . “ Night is the time when I put water in the hole.” 

 

 

Post- Learning Activity 

 

 

1.      Refer to the prepositions in Unit 6 in your text book and do the Activities 12 and 13 

        (page number 63) 

2.    Use below links and do the activities on prepositions 

  

 

     https://www.wordwall.net/resource/6764714 

     https://www.wordwall.net/resource/20272658 

 

Using following links, you can learn more about prepositions  

 

 

 

You Tube - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gLb1p1d394w 

                  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGw2Lwbyqgw 

 

 

Assessment- Do the assessment on Live Work Sheets                                     (10 marks) 

 

 

https://www.liveworksheets.com/gc2136641bg 

 

 

             in  ,  for  ,  to  , down  ,  out  ,after,  at,  out of , around  ,of 
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